Coevolutionary genetic algorithms are genetic algorithms that evolve simultaneously two or more populations with coupled fitness. In this paper we consider coevolutionary genetic algorithms for the 3-satisfiability problem.
for the 3-satisfiability problem is extensively studied and used for solution of other problems (see e.g. [30] - [38] ). In this paper we consider coevolutionary genetic algorithms for the 3-satisfiability problem.
Let f (z [1] , . . . , z[m]) be a Boolean function. Let W = {u [1] , u [2] , . . . , u[n]}, u[i] ∈ {0, 1} + , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be a population of chromosomes. We assume that
We can consider u[i] as a solution for f (z [1] , . . . , z[m]). In particular, we assume that z[j] = u [i, j] . We consider only 3CNFs. So, we can assume that
During each successive generation, a proportion P of the existing population is selected to breed a new generation. We assume that P = n 2 . Individual chromosomes are selected by a fitness function F . After this, the next step is to generate a second generation population of chromosomes. We can use two genetic operators: crossover C and mutation. In this paper, we consider only crossover. Usually, crossover defines a part of parent chromosome which used for construction of child chromosome. We use standard random crossover. In particular, if u[i] and u[j] are two parent chromosomes, then we obtain two child chromosomes:
If u[i [1] ], . . . , u[i [p] ] selected to breed a new generation and p = 2q, then
is a second generation population of chromosomes. If
selected to breed a new generation and p = 2q + 1, then u[i [1] ], C(u[i [2] ], u[i [3] ]), C(u[i [3] ], u[i [2] ]), . . . ,
C(u[i[p − 1]], u[i[p]]), C(u[i[p]], u[i[p − 1]])
is a second generation population of chromosomes. This generational process is repeated until a termination condition T has been reached. As T we consider time function. For simple genetic algorithm (SGA), we can use
Now, we consider an example. Let [2] ∨ ¬z [5] )∧
It is easy to check that
In case of SGA, u [1] and u [3] are selected to breed a new generation. Clearly, as a second generation population of chromosomes we can obtain only (10000, 10100, 10000, 10000) or (10000, 10100, 10000, 10100).
So, using SGA, f can not be assigned in such a way as to make the formula evaluate to true. However, u [2] and u [4] can give us a true assignment 01010.
To prevent the loss of such solutions we consider a coevolution of solutions. In particular, let 
